Welcome
Welcome to the Annual Report and Accounts for the Sussex East and
Hastings Branch of the RSPCA.
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Chair’s Report
Dear Member,
The restrictions of the Pandemic continued to be felt this year and although the
Cattery remained closed to the public, our Staff continued to care for the cats, minus
the Volunteers who are a vital part of the work force.
We thank the Cattery Manager and all the Staff for their stoic work during this time.
Our Shop Staff should be congratulated for coping with the numerous difficulties
closing, then opening some days with few volunteers and limited donations.
All the above had a severe effect on our finances needed to keep the Branch
operating.
We are very grateful to the wonderful supporters who left us a legacy and all the
donations received enabling us to continue our work.
On a positive note, the long awaited new building (The Lodge) replacing the Gazebo
was started in the Spring and completed in August, this was a milestone for us to
have somewhere inside for fundraising, interviews, meetings and other activities.
The Trustees worked hard throughout the year keeping in touch via Zoom, what a
relief to meet (masked) in The Lodge in September, it was good to see everyone.
Jo Bilby, our Finance and Administrative Officer, and Nikki Di Girolamo, our Income
Generation and Marketing Officer, worked behind the scenes and we appreciate all
they do.
Sadly we lost one of our long serving supporters, Iris Zebrac in September. Iris had
served as a Trustee, worked in the Charity Shop, was always at fundraising events,
supplying cakes and knitted items she had made. A wonderful lady, very much
missed.
We welcomed a new Branch Support Officer, Sarah Piggott
and very much welcome the expertise she brings.
Next year we hope to extend the Isolation capacity
of the Cattery as normality returns?

Mary R Bristow
Chair
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Inspector’s Report
It gives me great pleasure to present to you the annual report
for the Sussex Inspectorate for 2021.
Once again this year has proved to be another difficult year. Covid 19 has continued to
play a very disruptive role in all of our daily lives. We survived multiple lockdowns and
movement restrictions throughout the year with the mutation of Covid -19 to include the
latest Omicron variant. It would appear we will start 2022 where we left off at the end of
2021.
This year we picked up three multi animal cases from two properties and one caravan
with over 100 animals being removed. Two cases are still proceeding through the
investigation process with assistance from Sussex Police. However, with the hard work
and dedication of staff at Leybourne Animal Centre and Brighton Branch’s Patcham
Animal Centre we were able to rescue these dogs, provide them with the necessary
veterinary care and much needed TLC. Eventually all of them were rehomed to new
and caring homes.
One case involved dealing with 36 puppies and one adult dog in a two berth caravan.
This is the extent of puppy farming still occurring. But working with Sussex Police Rural
Crime Team as well as local council licensing departments, we are slowly but surely
making in-roads in reducing the number of incidents of puppy farming.
We wish to offer our thanks to Sussex Police for their invaluable assistance. Our thanks
also goes to East Sussex and West Sussex Fire and Rescue Service for the many
occasions that they have helped with rescues of animals that have got themselves
trapped or in difficulty and we have needed their equipment and manpower to resolve
the situation. David Buck, our go to solicitor who has and continues to provide us with
his excellent presentation of evidence in our cases at court.
Of course, we have not forgotten the RSPCA animal centres that take in our animals,
care for them and eventually rehome them. Our sincere thanks to the Branch catteries
and kennels that board, care for and rehome our animals, usually at very short notice
and at the most inconvenient times, and to the experts who care for our sick and injured
wildlife until they have been rehabilitated and are able to be released back into the wild.
I would also like to thank the Regional Board and all the Local Branches for having the
trust and confidence in field officers in developing the Inspectorate Welfare Fund for the
region. This has been a brilliant tool for officers to really help those who need that bit of
support in difficult times. There have been so many incidents where we were able to
help senior citizens get their animal to the vet and assist if not pay for the treatment
especially in these hard times. The appreciation for our help brings home the reason
why we do what we do.
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Finally, on behalf of everyone in the Sussex group, a big thank you to all of the Sussex
Branches members and volunteers for making us feel so welcome at your meetings
and for all the difficult and invaluable work you have done throughout 2021. Without
you dedicating your time and efforts, we would not be able to achieve all that we do.
To give you a taste of what we do, here are just a few of the things that we dealt with
in the past year that you may find interesting.
Throughout the year, Inspector Carter, our
National Deputy Coordinator for Equine has been
to numerous roundups this year. Working with
other organisations as World Horse Welfare,
British Horse Society, Redwings, etc., removing
over 300 horses from Wales, the Midlands and
East Anglia. This is a herculean effort to organise
staff, transport, vets, stabling etc. But this is a
brilliant example of organisations working for the
same goal helping each other for the benefit of
animal welfare.
We continue to help cats get out of self-made
predicaments as we see with Inspector Rachel
Smith had on Easter Monday. Frank, a young
male neutered cat from St. Leonards, East Sussex
was missing for 36 hours when his owner found
him 60ft up a tree on some wasteland quite a
distance from home. The owner tried calling some
tree surgeons but none were willing to come out
on the bank holiday. Once Inspector Smith arrived,
she called East Sussex Fire and Rescue who
were able to get poor Frank out of the tree and
was taken home by his very appreciative owner.

Thank you all and please stay safe!

Patrick S. Hamby 407
Chief Inspector Sussex Group
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Cattery Report
We continued to be in Lockdown in January, February and part of March, by 29th
March the government started to lift rules gradually.
The cat adoptions were still being done by virtual procedures, by telephone, videos,
technology came into its own as lockdown put even more restrictions on what we could
or couldn’t do. Members of the public were not allowed to come up to the site at all.
We were lucky that our inspectors collected cats for us as well as delivering their own
inspectorate generated cats to the centre. Occasionally they were unable to help due
to urgent cases taking them away and the cattery staff delivered cats to adopters, with
strict Covid procedures in place.
We seemed to have a low number of cats, other centres also reported this. However
as soon as cats went on the website for adoption there was a lot of interest. People
turned to animals for comfort and companionship in these strange times.
The government regulations in April allowed us to have the public visit one household
at a time. This was done by appointment only to look at a specific cat, greatly helping
any hard to home cats who had an extra chance giving them a “meet and greet”
opportunity.
We decided to go ahead with our new build. The builders started work on The Lodge
in April which was originally planned and talked about in 2020. They worked so hard
on the ground works with the wet weather pretty much against them. The Lodge will
be a much needed venue for meetings and fundraising
events, and will greatly help with previous years of having
outside partly covered events in all types of weather.
After being so quiet, the summer months became very
busy with cats. A lot of cats came in from all sorts of places,
local vets, The Harmsworth Hospital,
members of the public, Inspectorate.
The government lifted more restrictions
on 19th July and we were able to follow
RSPCA guidelines by appointment only
this generated more potential adopters.
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At this time our lovely volunteers started to return to
Bluebell Ridge they all seemed so pleased to be
back, as we were pleased to see them and the centre
seemed to come to life again. We also started our
volunteer recruitment drive and managed to recruit
some additional volunteer cat crazy people.
An all-round busy two months of rehoming as we
received more and more cats and 20 cats found
forever homes. The Lodge started to really take
shape in August which was an exciting time and was
finally completed by September in time for our AGM
in October.
Fundraising has unfortunately been non-existent this
year for us, due to the effects of the pandemic. We
ordinarily, rely heavily on support given by donations
and fundraising events to help with the running of the
branch. These statistics from the charity commission
show the impact around this time, on charities:
- 90% of charities were impacted with so many
negative results from loss of staff, finances, staff
morale and months of frustration and uncertainty.
- 60% of charities saw a loss of income.
- 32% of charities saw a shortage of volunteers.
On a brighter note, we did however have so many
kind people in December 2021 support us with
money donations. This included money and cheques
in Xmas Cards and online, to which I thank you all
greatly. This really helped us with looking after the
animals in our care and gave us a very much-needed
boost.
Finally, I would like to say a huge thank you to our
dedicated team at Bluebell Ridge, in what was a
particularly hard and challenging year. Each one
brings their own particular skills to the centre every
day, and without them, we couldn’t do what we do.
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A big thank you to our lovely volunteers who give up their valuable time to help
us, and the cats. The Trustees, Jo Bilby Finance/Admin, Sarah Piggott Senior
Branch Partnership Manager HQ for her knowledge. To Kent North West and
Eastbourne Branch for their continued support. Our lovely vet Geoff at Senlac
Veterinary Centre and all the staff for the wonderful work they do.

Myra Grove
Centre Manager
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Dog Report
The Branch continued to offer a Dog Welfare Scheme during the difficult times of 2021.
This scheme primarily aims to assist members of the community who are in receipt of
benefits by contributing towards the cost of initial veterinary consultations and
medication when a dog is ill or injured, to ensure the dogs get the help they need at the
earliest possible opportunity. During 2021, we contributed a total of £3014.69 to help
36 families to care for their beloved doggy family members.
We are grateful to still have the co-operation and assistance from 1066 vets in Battle
Road, St Leonards, in offering a subsidised scheme for neutering bull breed dogs and
three more dogs were neutered under this scheme during 2021. We continue to stress
the benefit of neutering family pets and strongly encourage this to reduce the chances
of health issues, behavioural issues and the number of unwanted puppies needing a
home.
We also continued to work with a local charity called Surviving the Streets, which is
based in St Leonards on sea. This charity mainly supports homeless members of the
community but the range of help was expanded during the Covid 19 pandemic to also
offer a foodbank to local families in need. We donated over 400 tins of dog food to this
much needed charity.
In addition to the food, the Branch provided many hundreds of
tins, pouches and bags of food, chews, bedding, blankets and
toys, donated by members of the public, either at Bluebell
Ridge or at our charity shop in Bexhill. These supplies were
shared between Surviving the Streets, and another small local
organisation who run a dog food bank to help the community.
James Robinson, Director of Surviving the Streets said, ‘With
this amazing and kind support we have been able to help all of
our homeless dog owners with their dogs so none of them have
gone hungry. Thank you so much for your continued support’.
Donations and support for the work carried out can be made in
many ways - food and other supplies, cat pod sponsorship at
Bluebell Ridge, regular standing orders or one off
financial donations for the Sussex East and Hastings
Branch, purchases from or donations of goods to our
shop in Bexhill. These are still very much needed and
appreciated, and we would not be able to carry out the
work we do for dogs and for cats without the support
and assistance from our communities.

Sarah Parsons
Dog Welfare Co-ordinator
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Fundraising Report
The Branch is totally reliant on fundraising and donations to fund our work and we
are extremely grateful to all those who supported us in 2021.
As we entered the year in lockdown, we were aware this would be another difficult
year for fundraising. With this in mind, the Branch decided to use the time wisely
in planning for its future.
After many years of cold and wet Open Days at Bluebell
Ridge, the Trustees agreed it was time that our centre
had an indoor space to hold all year round events. We
were incredibly grateful to receive a legacy that meant
the project was made possible, and by the end of the
summer, ‘The Lodge’ was complete. This opens up
more ideas and plans for future fundraising events so
we can receive the funds lost throughout the lockdowns.
Whilst building works at the centre took place, appeals
to the local community and general public were
prioritised to support our work by donating to the
Branch. Supporters kindly donated throughout the year
and raised funds in memory of loved ones and as
birthday fundraisers via social media platforms. Like the
previous year, we received great support for our
Christmas raffle, which saw an increase in funds.
The Branch also received income from gifts in wills, a
vital source of funding. This gives us the security to plan
our future so that we can continue to make a difference,
helping local animals in need.
Our sincere thanks go to all the companies,
organisations and individuals who have supported our
fundraising efforts throughout the year.

Nikki Di Girolamo
Income Generation & Marketing Officer
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Charity Shop Report
Your Local RSPCA Shop
16 Western Road
Bexhill-on-Sea
East Sussex
TN40 1DX
Tel: 01424 734562

2021 was another difficult year for retail, with opening being severely restricted due
to COVID-19 lockdowns; this resulted in a very stop/start year that was difficult to
plan for. However, despite the challenges when open business has been very good.
The level of trade during difficult times has exceeded all expectations; with
exceptionally high levels of donations ensuring that we always had a fully stocked
shop. We are greatly looking forward to the time when it will be business as usual for
the shop, staff, volunteers and customers alike.
We have not been able to build previous achievements due mostly to the stop/start
nature of having the shop open, but we are looking forward and are confident that
we will be able to implement new ideas which will ensure the continued success of
the shop.
The shop plays a pivotal role in raising much needed funds to support the Branch
and we value tremendously all who donate goods, money and time, in additional to
those who make purchases, we could not function without their continued support.
Without the hard work and dedication of staff and volunteers, we could not achieve
the level of success that we have, and a special thank you goes to them who have
remained loyal throughout these difficult times and we look forward to welcoming
them back together with customers both old and new.
Thank you for your support.

Karen Packham
Trustee
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Treasurer’s Report
An Independent Examiner's Report, rather than an Audit Report, is appropriate for the
year ended 31 December 2021. Comprehensive notes to the Accounts are included by
way of explanation and these form an important part of my report. It should be noted
that "Restricted" funds are those held for a specific purpose e.g. Cat Rehoming
Centre, and "Unrestricted" means funds available for general use with the objects of
the Charity.
The Trustees have again worked extremely hard during 2021 to raise the profile of the
Branch and cattery and thus much needed funds. Their dedication and commitment
ensures that the Branch can continue with animal welfare in the local area.

Branch Administrator
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